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 Language and Legend in Early Kushan Coinage: Progression and Transformation

Razieh Taasob
Princeton University

Introdu' ion: 

Early Kushan coinage displays its aff iliation and syncretism with former coin pra9 ices not only in the 

representation of royal and religious imagery, but also in the language, legends and the execution of 

inscriptions. The Kushans continued the traditional Greek pra9 ices that had already been adopted by 

the Greco-Ba9 rians, specifically the use of the Greek language on their coinage as seen frequently in 

Ba9 ria. In conformity with other former traditions, the Kushans also maintained the Indo-Greek prac-

tices employed south of the Hindu Kush by using bilingual inscriptions on their coinage. The languages 

used south of the Hindu Kush were predominantly Greek for the obverse type and Prakrit1 (wriJ en in 

Brahmi and Kharoshthi script) for the reverse. The Indo-Greeks introduced the use of the Kharoshthi 

script for coinage, and it was subsequently applied by the Indo-Scythians and Indo-Parthians in their 

respe9 ive regions. This script was used in the area of the Indus, Swat, and Kabul valleys and in a wide 

area of northern India and the surrounding regions. Evidence of this can be seen on the coinage of the 

1- “The language of Indic inscription”. The Prakrit or middle Indo-Aryan (MIA) language was the only inscriptional language 

from the third to firQ  century BC, which endured as a common language for coinage for more than two centuries. For 

a detailed discussion of Indian epigraphy see Salomon 1998.
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WeQ ern Kshatrapas and Chashtana, whose coins from 78-130 CE2 were inscribed in three writing syQ ems: 

Greek, Brahmi and Kharoshthi. Among all significant ancient civilizations in the region, the Indo-Scyth-

ians and the Kushans played a vital role in the introdu9 ion and diff usion of Kharoshthi legend in India 

and later on in ancient Ba9 ria.3 

From Greco-Ba' rian to Early Kushan

The Greco-Ba9 rian coins issued north of the HinduKush generally present Greek legends on both 

obverse and reverse types. However, this is not the case for the obverse of Eucratides (Figure 1) and 

Heliocles (Figure 2) imitation types issued perhaps by Yuezhi or Kujula Kadphises (AD 40-90), the firQ  

early Kushan king.4 Likewise, in Ba9 ria a Greek legend was excluded from the obverses of the general 

issue (Figure 3), Heliocles imitation (Figure 4) and also the helmeted type (Figure 5) issued by Vima 

Takto/ Soter Megas (AD 90-113).

South of the Hindu Kush, the Greek legend surrounding the royal image was used only on the obverse 

type, whereas the Prakrit language which was wriJ en in Kharoshthi script is generally appeared on the 

reverse sides and surrounding religious images. There are, however, a few exceptions such as the Wēś/

Ardochsho type (Figure 6) of Vima Takto/ Soter Megas issued in Gandhara and likewise the buQ -and-

Zeus type issued in Mathura (Figure 7), which, respe9 ively, have no inscription on either the obverse, 

or reverse types and bear only the Greek legend for the reverse type. This is also in accordance with 

the monolingual copper drachm of Vima Kadphises (AD 113-127) issued in Begram, which has a Greek 

inscription around the royal image on the obverse, while the reverse type lacks any legend (Figure 8). 

The coins issued both in Ba9 ria and south of the Hindu Kush contain the name and title of the ruler, 

presenting his political and the religious Q atus.

It should also be noted that during the early Kushan period the name and the title of the preceding 

long-dead king would occasionally replace the name and the title of the current ruler. This is evident in 

the case of the Hermaios imitation series (Figure 9), which was issued south of the Hindu Kush by Kujula 

Kadphises and bears the name and the title of Hermaios in the obverse and reverse legends.5 The bull 

and camel type of Kujula Kadphises (Figure 10), which was inspired by the coinage of the Indo-Scyth-

ian ruler Zeionises (AD 20-40), likewise included the name of Zeionises on the obverse. Another exam-

ple of the continuing pra9 ice of making imitation issues in the name of the former king is a copper 

2- Errington and Sarkhosh Curtis 2007: 62.

3- Salomon refers to some discoveries of Kharoshthi inscriptions found north of Hindu Kush, such as those discovered in 

l ndoz, as well as other evidence from UzbekiQ an and TajikiQ an. Salomon 1998: 42-45 and 152-154.

4- This an approximate time limit since the a9 ual date for beginning of the Kanishka’s era is Q ill a controversial and much 

disputed subje9  within the field of Kushan numismatics. This problem has aff e9 ed on the absolute chronology of 

the Kushan period. This Q udy has refrained from delving into the ongoing speculation surrounding chronology and 

inQ ead cautiously adopts the reign of Kanishka according to the moQ  widely accepted dating of 127 AD for the firQ  

year of the Kanishka era. For more information concerning chronology and diff erent school of thoughts see: Göbl 1967: 

269-312, 1968: 3–113, 1993:77-86, 1999: 151-171; Schindel 2004: 245-248, 2005: 217–242, 2014: 27–30, as well 2016 123–132; 

Cribb 1990: 151-193, 1999: 177–205, Falk 2001: 121–136.

5- According to the classification of Bopearachchi, from group IX (joint coinage of Hermaios and Kujula) onwards the 

name of Kujula appeared on the coinage. Bopearachchi 1991: 124.
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tetradrachm of Vima Takto/ Soter Megas which was issued north of the Hindu Kush in the name of 

Heliocles (Figure 4). Vima Takto/Soter Megas, however, he identified himself on this coin with the four-

pronged tamga, the symbol of Soter Megas, on the horse’s rump, thereby diff erentiating his coin from 

the Heliocles imitation series issued by the Yuezhi and then Kujula Kadphises north of the Hindu Kush.

The coins issued independently and merely in the name of Kujula Kadphises can be classified into a 

couple of series, including the rare Eucratides imitation type (Figure 11), which bears his name in Greek 

on the reverse; and the Hermaios imitation series issued in his name and containing both the name and 

title in Greek and Prakrit on obverse and reverse respe9 ively.6 Similarly, those of Roman type (Figure 

12) and those with the cross-legged position, as well as the warrior type, carry the name and title in 

Greek and Prakrit on the obverse and reverse faces. In addition, one of the rare type of Kujula Kadphises 

(winged vi9 ory type) issued in Sind was marked with the Greek title on the obverse and the name and 

title in Prakrit, wriJ en in Kharoshthi script, on the reverse (Figure 13).

Following Kujula Kadphises, his son Vima Takto/Soter Megas issued coins that exhibited an almoQ  

uniform Greek inscription of the title BAΣIΛEYΣ BAΣIΛEΩN ΣΩTHP MEГAΣ, “King of Kings Great 

Savior”. Two of his issues, however, are two exceptions: the horseman and Zeus type, which exhibits the 

identical Greek title on obverse and his personal name alongside his political title in Kharoshthi on the 

reverse (Figure 14); and the bull and camel type (Figure 15), which displays a blundered Greek inscrip-

tion of Zeionises on the obverse and the political and religious title in Kharoshthi on reverse.7With the 

exception of the monolingual bronze issue of Vima Kadphises (Figure 8), he issued the bilingual copper 

and gold coins with his name and imperial appellation on the reverse. His copper issues bear his name 

OOHMO KA∆ΦIΣHΣ ax er the identical political title, BAΣIΛEYΣ BAΣIΛEΩN ΣΩTHP MEГAΣ (Figure 

16), which was also employed by his father, Vima Takto. The shorter version of this title has been applied 

for his gold issues: BAΣIΛEYΣ OOHMO KA∆ΦIΣHΣ.8

The gold coins copied design elements from the copper issues and it is our underQ anding of the 

copper issues that enables us to deduce how the gold coins were developed. Therefore, it has been 

suggeQ ed that Vima Kadphises’ coins commenced with the copper issues and that the gold issues 

followed later on.9 An important clue supporting this view is that all gold coins feature a Kharoshthi 

legend (Figure 17); this was excluded from the early monolingual bronze issue of Vima Kadphises, which 

has only a Greek legend on the obverse side.

Early Kushan: Adaptation and Transformation

One of the moQ  prominent innovations to take place during the Kushan period was the transforma-

tion of the Greek and Kharoshthi scripts into the Ba9 rian language, and was implemented by Kanishka. 

Nevertheless, the earlieQ  issue of Kanishka bears the name and title of the king in Greek (Figure 18) and, 

accordingly, continued with Ba9 rian legends using the Greek alphabet (Figure 19). From then on, the 

Greek language was reQ ri9 ed for use as an “off icial language” in Ba9 ria. This pra9 ice of changing the 

6-

7- For progression of early Kushan royal names and appellations, language and scripts see Table 1.

8- Jongeward and Cribb 2015: 54.

9- Bracey 2009: 42.
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language from Greek to Ba9 rian also accords with the reverse types of Kanishka’s coins, which, on the 

earlier issues, give the name of the deities in Greek and progressively take up the Ba9 rian language.10

Over the laQ  few decades, a number of researchers have sought to determine possible explanations 

for the linguiQ ic shix  from Greek to Ba9 rian during the time of Kanishka. Gerard Fussman argued 

that changing the language from Greek to Ba9 rian was an obvious political decision and demonQ rates 

the “anti-Greek” aJ itude of Kanishka. This aJ itude is also evident in the Rabatak inscription which 

elaborates on the “Iranizing” inclination of the Kushans by expressing their close association with the 

Iranian religion and language. Fussman Q ated that the transition from Greek to Ba9 rian represents a 

final Q age of the HelleniQ ic presence in Ba9 ria.11 

Robert Göbl likewise considered the development of the language from the initial Greek legend to 

the Ba9 rian names, titles and the deities’ names aJ eQ ed on the Kanishka coins as a similar transi-

tional phase from the “Greek-only” coinage to that wriJ en in Kharoshthi script as on the coins of Vima 

Kadphises.12 Additionally, Göbl proposed that the coins minted in the Greek language were issued earlier 

than the other issues of Kanishka. Proof of this is off ered by unique gold Q aters of Kanishka on which 

the Greek inscription has been overQ ruck with the Ba9 rian legend.13 Observations such as those of Joe 

Cribb have shown that Greek was probably Kanishka’s firQ  choice, and that it might have been used as 

the firQ  off icial language of the Kushan Empire. Subsequently, Ba9 rian was a secondary language used 

for “local translation” of any off icial documentation within Ba9 ria. A similar explanation was suggeQ ed 

by him, that the Ba9 rian language may have been the adminiQ rative language of the Empire and the 

Greek was used for some specific purposes in the region. The same aJ itude regarding a change of a 

language is in the use of Prakrit under the Kushans. The Prakrit language was wriJ en in Kharoshthi in 

the northweQ ern provinces and was transcribed into the Brahmi script in the Indian regions.

It should be Q ressed that there is not suff icient evidence to make conclusive Q atements concerning 

the broad range of languages used in diff erent parts of the Empire; however, the use of Ba9 rian on a 

broad variety of Kanishka’s coinages implies that this language served an adminiQ rative fun9 ion during 

the Kushan period.14 Even so, it is clear that coins a9  as a political proclamation of their issuer. Therefore, 

it seems plausible that Kanishka desired to make use of one diQ in9 ive language for his whole Empire 

in order to demonQ rate his political power and his aff iliation with the Iranian world. It is inQ ru9 ive 

to compare the mechanism of language use and transformation in the Kushan Empire with that of 

10- Sims-Williams 1989: 344-349.

11- Fussman 1974: 313-322.

12- Göbl 1984: 61-62.

13- Göbl 1960: 94-96. On Fig. 1 the traces of overQ riking the Ba9 rian legend on the Greek one is quite visible. It should also 

be noted that in 1961, Göbl proved his earlier observation through paleographic analysis. Cf. Göbl 1961: 93-116. Further 

to this, he initially proposed that the Greek language coins were issued in Ba9 ria, in the Balkh mint, due to the Q yliQ ic 

resemblance of these coins with the Vima Kadphises issues; cf. Göbl 1983: 85, however, in his comprehensive contri-

bution of 1984 he associated the coin with the Peshawar mint; cf. Göbl 1984: 22-23. This view has been queQ ioned by 

Tanabe, who argued that the earlieQ  Greek issues of Kanishka were minted in Ba9 ria due to the HelleniQ ic features 

displayed on the Greek language coins of Kanishka that make them more fiJ ing to Balkh, “where the central Asian 

HelleniQ ic tradition was preserved beJ er than anywhere else.” Cf. Tanabe 1995: 203-204. 

14- Cf. Cribb 1998: 86. 
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the Achaemenids, and the possibly parallel political ideologies which Darius and Kanishka employed 

in this sense. The Achaemenids adopted the Aramaic language for off icial adminiQ rative purposes; 

the language was used in their royal court and was “their linguiQ ic gateway to the world”. They chose 

Aramaic because it was a language used throughout the Babylonian as well as the Assyrian empires; 

thus it already had served as a lingua franca of the weQ ern satrapies of the Achaemenid empire.15 

Darius was well aware of the diversity of languages spoken in his massive empire, and therefore 

realized the need to eQ ablish a common language for international correspondence. All political records 

and the off icial documents sent to the various satrapies and those received from them were trans-

lated from Old Persian into Aramaic. This shix  is made evident in the BehiQ un inscription which was 

inscribed in three languages – Old Persian, Akkadian and Elamite – although copies of the inscrip-

tion were wriJ en in Aramaic on papyri and leather in order to disseminate the Great King’s message 

throughout the empire.16

Like the Achaemenid empire, that of the Kushans also consiQ ed of a large population with several 

cultures, many of which spoke diff erent languages. Kanishka eQ ablished a policy identical to that of 

the Achaemenids which enabled all subje9 s to communicate using Ba9 rian as a common language. 

During the period of Kanishka, the Kushans made use of this language for adminiQ rative purposes 

throughout the empire. Similarly, some documents were translated into local scripts, as illuQ rated in 

the off icial Brahmi inscriptions at the Mat devakula (san9 uary) in Mathura.17

In view of all that has been discussed so far, the present findings appear to contradi9  those of 

Fussman who considered the transformation of the language from Greek to Ba9 rian indicative of the 

“anti-Greek aJ itude” of Kanishka, who made a deliberate political decision to change the language of 

the Empire. A possible explanation for this, however, could be an intentional linguiQ ic reform made 

by Kanishka during his reign. This a9 ion could not only have demonQ rated his close association with 

Iranian identity, but also enabled his huge multicultural Empire to intera9  at an adminiQ rative level 

bly means of a lingua franca. This does not necessarily imply that he was againQ  the Greek language, 

which had been used for centuries before him and was to continue in use by his successors. This may 

be explained by his use of the Greek alphabet for his Ba9 rian coin legends; further, the inscriptions 

on his initial coins were also in the Greek language. If his decision with respe9  to the language was 

indeed motivated by an anti-Greek aJ itude, it could have manifeQ ed at the earlieQ  Q age of his reign. 

Therefore, these fa9 ors may explain the relatively Q rong correlation between Kushan society want-

ing  to eQ ablish a new adminiQ rative language and the adoption of a rather new political policy. This 

change may also have been the result of a process of adaptation and acculturation of the Kushan soci-

ety through intera9 ion with various other cultures that exiQ ed in the Empire.

15- Tavernier 2013: 652.

16- Shaked 1987: 251.

17- For the further information concerning the content of the inscriptions in Mat see: cf. Daya Ram Sahni 1924: 399-406; 

Lüders 1961: 138-45; Rosenfield 1967: 135-153; Sims-Williams and Falk 2014: Kushan DynaQ y ii. Inscriptions of the 

Kushans in Encyclopaedia Iranica.
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Great and Late Kushan: Development and Integration

The names and titles appearing on the coins of Kanishka’s successors follow a similar tradition, using 

the Greek script for the Ba9 rian language as already eQ ablished by Kanishka. However, a new paJ ern 

progressively emerged in the inscriptions on Kushan coinage, namely the introdu9 ion of a Brahmi 

monogram which is firQ  aJ eQ ed on the obverse and reverse fields of the laQ  issues of Vasudeva I’s gold 

coins (AD 190-227) and subsequently on the copper and gold issues of Kanishka II (AD 227-246) (Figure 

20). This pra9 ice became canonical under Vasudeva II (AD 280-320), who inscribed not only his name 

and title in Ba9 rian but also the firQ  leJ ers of his name, VASU, are shown as a Brahmi monogram 

in the right field of his obverse type18 (Figure 21). All his successors adopted the analogous pra9 ice of 

reemphasizing the initial part of their name as a Brahmi monogram on the obverse field19 (Figure 22). 

The legacy of using a Ba9 rian inscription on coins, eQ ablished by Kanishka, was followed by a grad-

ual decline throughout the later Kushan period. This can be illuQ rated by the incomplete or missing 

Ba9 rian legend observed respe9 ively on the gold and copper issues of Kanishka II. The progressive 

redu9 ion of the Ba9 rian legend was followed by the incomplete, corrupted form of legends on the 

Vasishka and Kanishka III coins. Ultimately, one can identify the minor traces or illegible forms of the 

Ba9 rian legend on Vasudeva II’s gold coins, whereas it vanished completely from the copper issues. 

Nevertheless, the pra9 ice of using the Ba9 rian legend was maintained and later featured on the Kusha-

no-Sasanian, Kidarite and Alchan coinage issued in north and south of the Hindu Kush.20 

Conclusion

From the previous discussion, it can be seen that the transformation of language-- a significant shix  

impressively refle9 ed on the Kushan coinage-- commenced with the gradual redu9 ion in the use of 

Greek and the introdu9 ion of Ba9 rian. The similar paJ ern of disuse happened with Kharoshthi, which 

initially had been inscribed on the reverses of the early Kushan coins and was subsequently replaced 

by Ba9 rian. The Kharoshthi script ultimately remained in use as either an isolated monogram or in 

combination with a Brahmi leJ er as a control mark on later Kushan coinage. 

Discontinuing the use of Kharoshthi script on coinage was presumably not associated with any polit-

ical decision. Alternatively, it was a result of the coinage “becoming imperial” and spreading through-

out the whole Empire rather than remaining in local circulation confined to the Gandhara and Punjab 

regions.21 This is in line with the observation that this Q udy discussed earlier concerning Kanishka’s 

transformation of the language from Greek to Ba9 rian: the abandonment of a language does not neces-

sarily imply the opposition of a ruler to the former language and tradition. The lingual changes observed 

on the Kushan coinage are more likely to have been the result of a cultural rea9 ion to changing social 

and imperial requirements. This may have happened in the process of becoming adapted to the new 

social, cultural and religious paJ ern of the conquered lands. This process gave rise to the adoption of a 

new language and satisfied a particular set of local requirements, while complying with imperial goals. 

18- Errington and Cribb 1992: 70, coin no. 43, 73; cf. also Burn 1984: 54-66, 1985: 55-71; as well as Jongeward and Cribb 2015: 

171-173, and on the copper issues coin no. 1651.

19- Jongeward and Cribb 2015: 6, 174-178.

20- Vondrovec 2008: 32.

21- Ibid. 6.
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Table 1. Progression of early Kushan’s language, royal names and appellations

No King and type Language Name and Title Denomina-

tion

Approximate 

geographical 

di7 ribution

1

HIAOY/ 
ΣANAB/ 
ΣANABOY/ 
ANTEIX

Greek
TYPANNOYNTOΣ HIAOY 
KOPPANOYΣANAB/ 
ΣANABOY/ANTEIX

Tetradrachm
North of the Oxus/ 
TokhariQ an region

KOPPANOY HIAOY~ Obol

North of the Oxus /
TokhariQ an region/ 
some pieces south of 
the Hindu Kush

2

Kujula 
Kadphises 
Eucratides 
imitation type

Greek
ONO …… OZOYΛO 
(OKOOZOYΛO)

Obol North of the Oxus

3
Heliocles 
imitation type

Greek
ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ 
ΗΛΙΟΚΛΕΟΥΣ ∆ΙΚΑΙΟΥ

Copper
tetradrachm

North of the Oxus

4

Hermaios 
imitation 
in name of 
Hermaios

Greek
BAΣIΛEΩΣ ΣTHPOΣΣY 
EPMAIOY

AE 
Tetradrachm

Begram

Prakrit wriJ en 
in KharoQ hi 
script

Kujula kasasa Kushana 

yavugasa dhamathidasa

5

Joint coinage of 
the Hermaios 
and Kujula

Greek
BAΣIΛEΩΣ ΣTHPOΣΣY 
EPMAIOY

AE 
Tetradrachm

Begram 

Prakrit 
wriJ en in 
KharoQ hi 
script

Maharajasa khushanasa 

yavugasa kalana karisa

6

Hermaios imita-
tion in name of 
Kujula

Greek
KOZOYΛO KA∆ΦIZY 
KOPΣNOY

AE 
Tetradrachm

Begram

Prakrit 
wriJ en in 
KharoQ hi 
script

Kujula kasasa Kushana 
yavugasa dhamathidasa

7

Bull and camel 
type

Greek
ΜΑΝΝΙΟΛΟΥ ΥΙΟΥ 
ΣΑΤΡΑΠΟΥ ΖΕΙΩΝΙΣΟΥ

Copper 

Kashmir

KharoQ hi
Maharayasa Rayatirayasa 
Devaputrasa Kuyula 
Katakaphasa
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8

Cross-legged 
position type

Prakrit 
wriJ en in 
KharoQ hi 
script

Kujula Kadaphsasa 
Kushana Yavugasa

Copper 

Taxila 

Greek
KOZΛA XOPANOY 

ZAOOY

9

Roman emperor 
type 

Greek
XOPANΣY ZAOOY 
KOZOΛA KA∆AΦEΣ

Copper 

Taxila 

Prakrit 
wriJ en in 
KharoQ hi 
script

Khushanasa ya’u’asa 
kujula kaphsasa s
acadharmathitasa

10

Helmeted 
warrior Type

Greek
KOZOYΛO KA∆OBIKEI 
KOPΣAN

Copper

Hazara

Prakrit 
wriJ en in 
KharoQ hi 
script

Kushana Ya’usa Kuyula 
Ka’usa

11

Heraios imita-
tion type

KharoQ hi
Maharajasa 
Rajatirajasa Devaputrasa 
Kuyula Katakaphasa

Copper 

Kashmir 

Greek
ΤΥΡΑΝΝ[ΟΝΤΟΣ 
ΗΙΑΟΥ] ΚΟΡΡΑΝ[ΟΥ]

12
Vima Takto/ 
Soter Megas 
General issues

Greek
ΒΑΣΙΛΕΥ[Σ] ΒΑΣΙΛΕΥΩΝ 
ΣΩΤΗ[Ρ ΜΕΓΑΣ

Copper Begram

13

Horseman and 
Zeus type

Greek
ΒΑΣΙΛΕΥ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΥΩΝ 
ΣΩΤΗΡ ΜΕΓΑΣ

Tetradrachm

Gandhara

KharoQ hi
Maharajasa 
rajatirajasa mahatasa 
tratarasa [vema’asa]

14

Imitation 
Heliocles and 
Zeus type

Greek
ΒΑΣΙΛΕΥ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΥΩΝ 
ΣΩΤΗΡ ΜΕΓΑΣ

Copper Mathura

15

Vima Kadphises Greek
BAΣIΛEYΣ OOH- MO 
KA∆ΦIΣHΣ

MoQ  gold 
(Phase I)

Balkh

KharoQ hi
Maharajasa rajatirajasa 
loga’iśva-raja maha’iś-
varasa vima kathpiśasa

Gold (Phase I)
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16

Seated king/ 
Wēś and bull

Greek
ΒΑΣΙΛΕΥΣ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΝ 
ΣΩΤΗΡ ΜΕΓΑΣ ΟΟΗΜΟ 
ΚΑ∆ΦΙΣΗΣ

Gold) Phase 
III (and most 
copper 

Balkh

Kharosthi

Maharajasa rajatirajasa 
sarvaloga‘iśvarasa mahiś-
varasa vrima kathpiśasa 
tratara

Gold and 
copper 
coinage 

17

Framed head of 
king/trident-axe

Greek
ΒΑΣΙΛΕΥΣ ΟΟΗ-ΜΟ 
ΚΑ∆ΦΙΣΗΣ dinar larter

Bactria 
(Phase4 )  

Balkh 

Kharosthi
Maharajasa rajatirajasa 
Vima kathpiśasa

18

Standing king to 
lex  with Wēś/
monolingual

Greek
ΒΑΣΙΛΕΥΣ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΝ 
ΣΩΤΗΡ ΜΕΓΑΣ ΟΟΗΜΟ 
ΚΑ∆ΦΙΣΗΣ

Copper Begram

19 Kanishka Greek
ΒΑΣΙΛΕΥΣ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΝ 
ΚΑΝΗÞΚΟΥ

Standard and 
quarter Gold 
dinars 
(Phase 1)

Balkh 

20 Ba9 rian
ÞΑΟΝΑΝΟ ÞΑΟ 
ΚΑ-ΝΗÞΚΙ ΚΟÞΑΝΟ

Gold Dinars 
and quarter 
dinars 
(Phase 2 and 3)

Balkh 

21 Greek
ΒΑΣΙΛΕΥΣ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΝ 
ΚΑΝΗÞΚΟΥ

Copper 
(Phase 1) 

Begram 

22 Ba9 rian ÞΑΟ ΚΑΝΗÞΚΙ
Copper 
(Phase 2)

Begram 
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Figure 1: Eucratides Imitation type

Gorny & Mosch Giessener Münzhandlung, 

au9 ion 229, lot 1464, 2015/03/10

Figure 2: Heliocles imitation

Jean Elsen & ses Fils S.A., au9 ion 91, lot 184, 

2007/03/24

Figure 3: Vima Takto/Soter Megas, general issue

Classical Numismatic Group, au9 ion 228

Lot 167, 2010/02/24

Figure 4: Soter Megas, local issue, Heliocles 

imitation type

Classical Numismatic Group, au9 ion 344

Lot 227, 2015/02/12

Figure 5: Soter Megas, local issue, Helmeted type

Classical Numismatic Group, Triton Sale XII

Lot 1417, 2009/01/6

Figure 6: Wēś/Ardochsho on a local coin

of Vima Takto

The British Museum, online colle9 ion,

museum number 1894,0506.828

Figure 7: Soter Megas, local copper issue

The British Museum, online colle9 ion

museum number 1894,0506.814

Figure 8: Vima Kadphises, Monolingual series

American Numismatic Society 1973.56.225
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Figure 9: Kujula Kadphises in the name of 

Hermaios

American Numismatic Society 1944.100.28130

Figure 10: Kujula Kadphises, bull and camel type

Classical Numismatic Group, au9 ion 260, lot 

340, 2011/07/20

Figure 11: Kujula Kadphises, Eucratides imita-

tion type

The British Museum, online colle9 ion,

museum number 1890,0404.22

Figure 12: Kujula Kadphises, Roman type

Zeno.ru, lot 93138. 09/12/2010

Figure 13: Rare silver drachm of Kujula Kadphises

Senior 2001, Vol II: 219, Coin number B4. 2D; 

also B4.1Di, B4.1Dii

Figure 14: Vima Takto/Soter Megas,

The British Museum, online colle9 ion,

museum number 1894,0506.796
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Figure 15: Bull and camel type, local issue of 

Vima Takto

Cribb 2014: Fig. 34

Figure 16: Copper issues of Vima Kadphises 

with Wēś

Classical Numismatic Group, e-au9 ion 298, 

Lot  83, 2013/03/12

Figure 17: Gold issues of Vima Kadphises. and 

Wēś

Gemini, LLC, au9 ion XI, lot 309, 2014/1/12

Figure 18: ΒΑΣΙΛΕΥΣ ΒΑΣΙ-ΛΕΩΝ ΚΑΝΗÞΚΟΥ 

on a gold issue of Kanishka

The British Museum, online collection, 

museum number 1929, 0725.1

Figure 19 ÞΑΟΝΑΝΟ ÞΑΟ ΚΑ-ΝΗÞΚΙ ΚΟÞΑΝΟ 

on a gold coin of Kanishka

Numismatica Ars Classica, lot 1502, au9 ion 92 

part 2, 2016/05/24

Figure 20 Kanishka II Brahmi leJ er vi in the 

right field

Spink, lot 3093, au9 ion 16006

2016/09/26

Figure 21: Vasudeva II Brahmi legend Vasu in 

the right field

Spink, lot 550, au9 ion 1010

2010/06/24

Figure 22: Vasishka Brahmi leJ er Su in the 

right field

American Numismatic Society 1944.100.59453
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